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Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed, citizens can change the world.
Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.
Margaret Mead

In the last 15 years of working as an NGO, we have often felt that it is like swimming against
the tide. Whatever we do, be it trying to empower marginalised women, rehabilitate
orphaned and abandoned children, provide health services to make people healthy and safe,
or run a school for poor rural communities, there is always a wall. This wall is one of
reluctance, of ignorance, of mistrust, of vested interests, of indifference…! We have also seen
that the biggest resistance comes, most often, from those whose lives will be changed for the
better by our interventions. The change that they wish to bring, the change that people talk
about, the change that they desire and want to see everywhere: that change is difficult. That
change is slow and is not welcome till people experience the positive impact of the change.
Now, how can they see the impact if they don‟t allow the change to happen, if they resist the
process of change?
Remaining committed to this PROCESS of change is what we do at Vatsalya. We don‟t give
up, we never will…. The change occurs slowly, but it does occur.

And while we are talking about change, I must share a recent experience: a few days back,

I had gone to the state Child Welfare Committee to notify them about the status of children
living under the care and protection of Vatsalya. My report included the statistics regarding
the profile of Vatsalya children which indicated that, out of 54 living with us currently, only
11 were orphaned and abandoned. About 14 years ago, when we started Vatsalya Udayan, we
had 35 out of 50 children who were orphans!

So what is happening here?

There is a great positive change that is taking place in Indian society. Traditionally, that
society where caste, purity of blood and lineage were major and important considerations for
adopting a child, now does not seem to care any more about these things. People, especially
the younger generation, are becoming more broad-minded, generous and more humane in
their approach and thinking. Orphan children now get adopted as soon as they arrive at an
orphanage. They are now going to their rightful place: a FAMILY! It has taken generations
to put those disreputable, narrow-minded and misplaced values aside. But, the change is
here! It is the right government policy that is resulting in such a healthy scenario. The new
policy requires all orphan children BELOW THE AGE OF 6 YEARS to be put up for
adoption. From these government homes, they are being adopted immediately.

Years ago when we were discussing and formulating the objectives of Vatsalya, one of our

board members, Dr L. K. Kothari, said that the ultimate goal of Vatsalya should be to make
organizations like Vatsalya redundant. In the context of orphans, it was absolutely the right
vision. While it is too soon to consider closing down our campus for children, in the light of

this encouraging development, the word “Orphan” is being dropped from our missionstatement. As we celebrate the spirit of Indian parents, we continue our work to help and
support thousands of disadvantaged children in our society. The misfortune of being
orphaned is successfully tackled through adoption, but the tragic realities of being
abandoned or forced into child labour and prostitution by impoverished families ruin
thousands of lives. An estimated number of eighteen million children work and live on the
streets of India. Of these, between five and twenty per cent are homeless and separated from
their families. Vatsalya remains committed to serving this category of our vulnerable
population.

Vatsalya Udayan welcomes twenty-one new children!
Last month, as we were having our weekly teachers‟ meeting, a little girl aged twelve, came
to us and said- “Please let me stay here, I don‟t want to go home.” And her eyes welled up
with tears. When asked what was wrong, we were told this: her mother is a daily wagelabourer. She leaves for work every day early in the morning. Her father, who is an alcoholic,
calls his friends over to their house and they all sit there and drink. She is forced to serve
food to them and those drunken men make dirty remarks to her. She and her younger sister
hide themselves somewhere in their straw- thatch hut and cry…. Our team of teachers and a
counsellor led by the Superintendent visited this household and found the situation even
worse than what the little girl described. Within two days, with due paper work completed,
the two girls were taken under the care and protection of Vatsalya.

There are many such stories where you find children living on the verge of a looming

tragedy. In the month of May, we screened and identified twenty-one children who needed
immediate relief and support. These children, belonging to disintegrated, dysfunctional
families, are taken in by us initially for one year. Our past experience shows that when such
support is extended to the children, the family also undergoes a transition. Slowly, the
conditions improve and the children are reclaimed by a changed and relatively stabilised
family. This temporary short-term support makes a huge difference to the safety and
survival of these children. In this new improved scenario of a high adoption rate of orphans,
there is more space now for accommodating such children. The total number of residential
children at Vatsalya Udayan campus at the moment is sixty-one.

Vatsalya Shiksha Niketan

Education, no doubt, is a great tool for development and for changing the mindset. At the
top of our priorities, therefore, is our school: Vatsalya Shiksha Niketan! We are putting
everything into it this year. That does not mean we did not do it until now. We try to give our
best every time, only this year, we have raised the bar a bit higher. And we are committed to
change the outcome!

The school on Vatsalya campus was built in 2011 with the financial support of our friends

from across the world. Bit by bit, it has been completed to accommodate two hundred
children. We have a fresh new team of specially hired young teachers, with the objective of
somewhat „revolutionising‟ the education system at VSN. Our clear and specific objective is
to transform children into young adults who are enthusiastic learners and who have a desire
to do something for society through the skills and knowledge they acquire. We are getting
ready to challenge the current approach where children are forced to get text-book education
through passive listening, where they dream constantly of getting a well-paid job without
actually having to toil for anything worthwhile. We are working hard this summer to

introduce new systems and methodologies to educate them. While the school is closed for
summer, our newly recruited teachers are working two hours daily with forty-seven
residential children to practise their training and teaching skills. The rest of the time they
spend in preparing session plans, learning activities and projects that will be undertaken in
the next academic session.

Our school now has a fully-equipped audio-visual laboratory and we intend to make good
use of it in imparting the knowledge of the world to our children. The course curriculum as
prescribed by the state education board will be covered through both classroom and field
learning activities. We have made it mandatory that a minimum of 30% teaching will be
done outside the classroom, where children will get the real experience of the subject being
taught. A simple example is of grade I children learning about birds, animals and plants
through a visit to the zoo; to learn concepts relating to Economics, children being taken to a
bank and a shopping mall. The academic session 2015-16 will include visits to the learning
fields such as a telephone exchange, a post office, a hospital, departmental stores, a fire
station, factories, dairy and arable farms, an airport, a police department, a Science Park,
heritage sites and museums, a planetarium, places of worship, educational institutions,
hotels, etc. As opposed to a simple classroom-based grouping alone, children will learn in
groups that are divided based on age, interest and cognitive levels. A Science Awareness
Group has been constituted to help children understand how science is part of their everyday
life. Professor Jainendra Jain of Penn State College, Pennsylvania, USA; Professor
Himanshu Sharma of King Abdulla University of Science and Technology (KAUST), Jeddah
and Saloni Jain; a graduate of MIT, Boston, USA. Skype sessions will be conducted by them
for VSN children.

Vocational training is being made mandatory for children above the age of 14. This aspect
of our system has met with strong disapproval on the part of villagers in the past. They
consider it a waste of time to learn baking, tailoring, cooking, woodwork, solar engineering,
printing, etc. Most of them dream of their sons becoming a government servant, be it a
teacher or clerk or a watchman, and none of these require them to learn any skill. This
tendency of rural people is only increasing the number of educated unemployed youth. Our
plan this year is to spend more time with them so as to engage them in this process of
change. They need to know the requirements of the changing times and develop a sense of
responsibility in building a healthy society. Each teacher will be assigned a number of
children whom he/she will mentor and assist outside school hours so as to facilitate a
coordinated approach to help children develop well.

One very special privilege that Vatsalya has is availability of international volunteers.
Laura Kantrud of the USA has been associated with the school continuously for two
previous sessions and taught English and Math to the children. Quim Gomez Ramos of
Spain has joined us as a full-time teacher this year. Besides teaching the primary section, he
will train children in Ballet, assist in emotional coaching and train our Junior Football team!
Three young students from France have also joined us for three months. Chloë, Eugène &
Alexandre will be assisting the team of VSN teachers in organizing the learning activities. .

So, this session when the school opens, the new team of teachers, trainers and volunteers
will be ready to welcome children in a freshly-painted school building, furnished with newlypainted furniture (thanks to Didi Foundation, The Netherlands!) and a brand new
teaching-learning program filled with fun and creativity. We welcome your thoughts and
suggestions to make the education at Vatsalya Shiksha Niketan enjoyable, meaningful and
productive. We would also be happy to have you join us some times in helping our children
work towards a better and brighter future….

Some major highlights of the season


Mukesh; Vatsalya‟s bright boy has made it to the Rajasthan Police Services!



Stephanie van Koolwijk of the Didi Foundation is our new partner from The

A total
13000 candidates had appeared in the exam out of which only 200 could pass the
final test. Our Mukesh not only passed but attained 4th rank in Bundi district of
Rajasthan! A very hard working, focused and sincere young boy Mukesh will join the
post offered to him, however, he plans to study for Rajasthan Administrative Service
exams and might one day become an RAS Officer! Mukesh was brought to Vatsalya
in 2004 after a local newspaper published a story of four “starving orphaned
children” in a village of Phagi block of Jaipur district. When we reached there, the
relatives offered to take care of the girls and handed over the two little ones including
Mukesh to us. It makes us feel very satisfied and grateful that circumstances led
them to Vatsalya where they were nurtured and supported to see this happy day!
Netherlands. While the Foundation is committed to supporting our school in future,
in immediate terms we received a grant from the Didi Foundation especially for
painting the school building and furniture and fixing the broken boundaries of our
school premises. Didi Foundation also supports the interventions aiming at economic
empowerment of women.

 J.K.

Tyre, one of the leading tyre-manufacturing corporations that supports
Vatsalya‟s HIV / AIDS interventions, has further extended its support to open two
more clinics in Udaipur and Gwalior. The Udaipur Jeevan Kiran Clinic was
opened on June 10th . Our partnership with JK Tyre is very old and strong and
together we are able to reach out to hundreds of truck drivers driving on the
highways of India and offer them very valuable life saving services including
counselling. Vatsalya Udayan has a few children taken from the trucker community
whose parents succumbed to AIDS.



The Jaipur Walks is a group of health and heritage aficionados of Jaipur led by
Megha Bhatnagar who also happens to be the joint secretary of Vatsalya. Members of
the Jaipur Walks have been extending different kinds of assistance to Vatsalya for
about the last two years. They came forward again this time when we called on their
support. All the fun activities for children this summer were sponsored by them:
visits to the zoo, cinema and water parks followed by delicious lunches and dinners
and unlimited servings of ice creams! They are a great bunch of happy people who
believe in sharing generously and Vatsalya is extremely grateful to them!



Samvedna; Vatsalya‟s one of the first interventions with street children has received
one year grant from I-Partner, UK! Through these health and education camps, we
try to work with slum communities with an objective to change their mindset. These
camps had become quite irregular in last couple of years due to lack of funds. IPartner has also supported a one-year training intervention for marginalised
communities including sex workers in Ajmer. They will be trained in hand block
printing and tailoring.

In the following section of the newsletter, we bring to you some glimpses of life at Vatsalya.
For some of you it will be an opportunity to refresh your memories of your time at Vatsalya.
For others, it‟s an invitation to come and be part of it…

Life at the Residential Child Care Premises of Vatsalya!

Vatsalya Shiksha Niketan - Children,Teachers and the Cam pus!

Vatsalya’s Wom en Empowerment Program !

Solar Engineering Program of Vatsalya !

Some actions at truckers’ halt points

And Som e Memorable Events!

A group of 20 enterprising women
representing Ripples Of Hope
(www.ripplesofhope.org) v isited us in
April. It is a non-profit organization based
in the US which inspires people to be
engaged and take action in partnership
with communities and NGOs. Ripples Of
Hope has committed to support our self
sustenance initiatives!

Hand-Block Printing

has been added to our
livelihood training for
youth and women‟s
empowerment project.
The EXIM Bank of
India and the
Australian High
Commission
provided the much
needed support to
train the artisans,
training which is in
progress at the
moment. We will
outline the details in
our next publication

Students from Australian schools are regular visitor
to Vatsaly a. In January this year, we had 18
volunteers from Riverview School, NSW,
Sy dney. We also had British World Challengers
from UK. These enthusiastic bright young students
leave a remarkable impact with their dedicated
services, devotion and affection. They not only help
with the daily chores related to children and the
campus but also raise funds for Vatsaly a.

The International Women‟s Day was celebrated like
ev ery year, with support from Anoothi US and
Anchal Project USA . Besides the health camp,
sports and cultural program, the Martial art session
was part of it as it has become extremely popular
with our women! Richa Gaur; Founder and Director
of Global Institute of Self Defence and Martial Arts
is our inspiring trainer.

Giv e India’s support has brought
back our good old day s! We were
forced to impose cuts in our kitchen
budget due to fund deficits in last few
years. Now, with Give India‟s steady
and regular support, children in our
residential care program get three
sumptuous and nutritious meals
regularly. The school systems have
also improved significantly with Give
India support.

And, one of the most pleasant event of the year
was the wedding of Kartikey and
Saloni…! It was a delight to have all the
children and our dear friends attend the
occasion. Vatsalya children are always part of
every celebration that not only we have in our
family, but also those close to us. Works so
well for the children as they end up having at
least one BIG party every month!

And, to make it all happen, what is also crucial is MONEY! So, here is a glimpse of who all
help us make it happen and how…

Funds received: 1st January, 2015 to 5th June, 2015
Donor
Anchal
Anoothi US
Anthony Patrick, Australia
Australian High Commission
Callum Riley, Australia
Charles Daved, Australia
Daniel Thomas, Australia
De Schrijver Hugo
Declan Joseph, Australia
Didi Foundation
Dr. Yogendra Kumar Rajvanshi
Give Foundation
Jaipur Walks Group, India
Isaac John, Australia
J. K. Tyre & Industries Ltd
Jam es William, Australia
John Martin, Australia
Kim Suzanne, Australia
Larsen& Toubro
Lotus Foundation, USA)
Natalie Rita , Australia
NICF, USA
P.S. Bhatnagar
Perry Knox, Australia
Rahul Pal
Sheela Bhargava
STG Benares Schoolfund Foundation
Thomas Michael, Australia
Wesley Kingston, Australia
Zachary William, Australia
Total

Amount (INR)
192,000
123,250
18,000
934,000
114633
17,000
17,000
97,198
49,800
239,630
22,000
614,959
40,300
16,000
585,000
17,000
17,000
18,000
240,000
925,188
18,000
1,644,764
12,000
49,800
23,666
30,000
10,506
16,000
18,000
16,000

6,136,694

We must make special mention here of our friends J.C Halliday, Lalit Sharma, Eva & Ben
Holiday, Nicole Mayo, Darrel & Eunice Doerksen, Zan & Lenka Patten , Laura Kantrud, Delta
Donohue, Patricia Little and, Steve & Jo Kantrud got their kind support. Their generous
contributions are not seen in the table above as they donated through the Give Foundation
and NICF (www.nicfund.org).

The summer season is very harsh for us at Vatsalya. Cyclones and dust storms create havoc
on the campus. Trees fall, tin sheds are blown away and the classrooms and dormitories are
all filled with tons of dust every day. A lot of time and energy goes in maintaining cleanliness
and some extra unexpected expenses rob us of precious money from our budget. But, that‟s
part of life here for us. The Monsoon will be here soon and will bring the much awaited
cooler temperatures and greenery!

Warmest regards,
Jaimala
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